**Student Employee Job Classifications**

**Crew Worker (Line)**

A crew worker performs several duties as part of the daily cleaning and maintenance of general facilities (Vacuum Specialist, Restroom Specialist, Utility Specialist, Floor Care Specialist, etc.).

**Floater**

A floater must have the knowledge and ability necessary to perform all required tasks for positions within their crew. Floaters will be able to substitute for any line worker who may be absent. Floaters could be regarded as crew leads in training.

**Crew Lead**

A crew lead requires all of the above, as well as the knowledge and ability in facility-specific requirements (such as knowing setups, carpet extraction routines, etc.). Crew leads must be capable of filling in for their head custodian and accomplishing all required tasks satisfactorily. Because they will be in positions involving some direct supervision of crew workers, they are required to maintain a high standard of performance and conduct.